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The Brand Challenge Adapting Branding
This rapid growth of the digital marketplace has many brands rethinking their marketing strategy. Now, it’s less about physical product placement and more about optimizing their online presence to ...
15 Smart Ways To Optimize A Brand For The Digital Space
Strategic brand management is a buzzword that is getting thrown around a lot these days. But what exactly is it and why should you invest in it? This blog post answers all those questions – it covers ...
The Importance of Strategic Brand Management
We listed the top 8 social media challenges to get over in 2021 and how you can tackle them to maximise your social media growth.
Top 8 social media challenges in 2021 and how to tackle them
Ulster Business speaks to two advertising experts about what firms can do to assist recovery and building back As local businesses begin to recover from the immense personal and professional ...
Branding & marketing: Building back a brand as the economy reopens
Equip your organisation to adapt to industry challenges ... a chapter to the 'The definitive book of Branding' published by Sage, and a chapter to 'Eat your Greens: Fact-based thinking to improve you ...
Strategic Branding: From Behavioural Insights to Business Growth
By S Ramesh Kumar Brand loyalty is the ultimate dream of marketers. Is brand switching, a habit of consumers? The challenge for brand ... While the mind and the habit adapt, to familiarity ...
The Psychology and Physiology of Brand Loyalty; an emerging perspective
BigHospitality relaunches with a new look and branding as the UK hospitality sector begins to awaken from lockdown.
BigHospitality relaunches with a new look and branding as the UK hospitality sector begins to awaken from lockdown.
We round up of our most-read brand-related stories of the region, featuring Shiseido, Unilever, L’Oréal and SK-II.
Brand story: Recent developments from the biggest names in beauty across APAC
Being in the digital space for brands is still quite a challenge, especially navigating ... have barely scratched the surface of digital branding. According to Mulani, digital brand building ...
Digital Brand Building Is Yet To Be Exploited Fully By Brands: Nik Mulani
You can talk strategy and branding all day but unless you move revenue, ultimately, you will get fired. Want to challenge yourself? For a period of time, move into a business development or ...
Eight Attributes Marketing Professionals Need To Acquire In Order To Build Great Brands And Companies
What was the impetus, what resistance did you face, and what excited you about this design challenge ... to one that celebrates the iconic branding and stands out on shelves: The MTN DEW bottle design ...
After Hours with PepsiCo’s First Chief Design Officer – Mauro Porcini
For 21.2 million U.S. veterans, transitioning into civilian life can present challenges ... to get customers and make a name when you’re a brand new business.” McAdoo -- like thousands ...
These 10 Brands Make It Easier for Veterans to Become Franchisees
“Data-Driven Thinking” is written by members of the media community and contains fresh ideas on the digital revolution in media. Today’s column is written by Hugo Loirot, partner and managing director ...
With So Many Elements In The Google Privacy Sandbox, Why Are We Only Talking About FLoC?
Q1 2021 Earnings CallApr 29, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood afternoon, my name is Jason, and I will be your ...
Fortune Brands Home & Security Inc (FBHS) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Although a challenge to execute correctly ... Poach customers from competitors by adapting to new consumer needs. The brands, which win in the long term, are those able to sense change and ...
RSS feed for your business. What are the benefits?
Having been at Uber for over four years, Kate has covered the marketing for Uber South Africa, the brand campaigns for ... and is constantly adapting to what its customers need (drivers, riders ...
Kate Owen, Uber SA marketing manager for Rides and Eats
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As agencies and corporations face up to the practical challenges ... of Branding and Marketing agency Elfinale. "I look forward to working in close collaboration with Uberall's experienced and ...
Movers and Shakers: GENIE, Uberall, TabMo, Landor & Fitch and more
The challenges ... Former branding consultant and a leading travel writer, Fiona Caulfield moved from New York to Bengaluru in 2004 to create the Love Travel brand. An expert on Jaipur’s ...
Jaipur’s design community is standing strong
Why Nike? A lot of the company's success has to do with its incredible branding, ability to adapt to varying economic environments, and its top-tier brand ambassadors who speak to multiple ...
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